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Tracking mail you have sent
If you sign up for USPS Intelligent Visibility (IV) tracking, you can track your letter-size and flat-size mail as it
passes through the postal sorting system. Note that you don't actually get delivery confirmation with this
service, since mail is generally not scanned when it is delivered (except for parcels).
Postal Barcoder Max can connect you directly with the USPS IV tracking system so you can check the status of
mail you have sent. For the mail to tracked, it must have a barcode, and the barcode must be encoded for IV
tracking. IV tracking is free!
Postal Barcoding Max can get tracking information for outgoing mail. However, you cannot currently use it to
track Reply Mail or Share Mail, as USPS does not provide that information to external applications. To get
tracking information for Reply Mail or Share Mail, you must use the IV tracking section of the USPS Business
Customer Gateway.
For step-by-step instructions for signing up for IV tracking, click "Register with USPS for Free Tracking" in the
Tracking menu in Postal Barcoder Max.
Here's how to use Postal Barcoder Max to get tracking information:
1.

Under "Tracking" on the main screen, click "Tracking for Mail You've Sent". Or under Tracking on the
menu at the top, click "Get Tracking for Mail You've Sent".

2.

You'll see a screen to select or fill in tracking numbers.

Fill in your login credentials for the USPS Business Customer Gateway. USPS does not provide
information from the Informed Visibility tracking system without a valid log in to an account that is set
up for IV tracking.
If you want the software to save your password, click the checkbox. Your user name will be saved either
way.

If you have created barcodes for First Class Mail one at a time using Postal Barcoder Max, the tracking
numbers for those barcodes are saved and displayed on this screen, along with the top line of the address
(if a complete address was used) and the zip code.
You can select any of the lines in this list to check for tracking information.
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Items on this list are deleted after 140 days from the date they are created. IV tracking information is no
longer available on the USPS system after 120 days from the date of the first scan.

You can enter a tracking number, a numeric barcode number or a tray/sack tag barcode number for any
barcoded mail you have sent that used the Mailer ID that is connected to your IV tracking account.
The tracking number is always a 20-digit number that includes your Mailer ID.
The numeric barcode includes the tracking number but has the zip code and the delivery-point code (if it
was used to created the barcode) added at the end. It is 25, 29 or 31 digits long.
The tray/sack tag barcode number is a 24-digit number printed under the barcode graphic on each tag.

Once you've entered a tracking number or barcode, or have selected one from the list, then click this
button to get the tracking information.
3.

Once you either double-click on an entry in the list, or click the Get Info From USPS button, Postal
Barcoder Max will attempt to contact the USPS IV tracking system to get tracking information.
You'll see the response in the lower portion of the screen.

This will show the initial response from the USPS system.

The mail phase is the step in the USPS process where the mail was last scanned. This listing will show a
simplified description of the step, and the USPS mail phase number for the step (in this case, 919). The
phase number may be useful if you need to contact USPS about the mail piece, as it corresponds to a more
detailed description than the one shown.

This is the location of the postal facility where the tracking information shown was gathered.
If the piece has been delivered, the last scan location is not necessarily the delivery post office, since mail
is often prepared for delivery at a central post office rather than the delivery post office. In that case, the
mail is generally not also scanned at the delivery post office, so the final scan will be from the facility
where the mail is prepared for delivery.

This is when the tracking information shown was gathered.
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This tells whether the tracking information shown is expected to be updated before the piece is delivered.
Since the piece is not scanned when it is delivered, this tells you whether it has reached what is expected
to be the last step where it is scanned.
Note that even if no additional scan is expected, it could be rescanned if it is mis-sorted or comes back for
forwarding or return. In such cases, new tracking information would be available to reflect any new
scans.

This is the destination zip for the piece or container, as determined from the barcode on the piece or tag.

This date is when the piece is predicted to be delivered, based on the initial scan and the predicted
service for the piece.

This is the expected delivery date based on when the piece was prepared for delivery.

If tracking information is found for the piece you select or enter, you can print the entire tracking history
for the piece by clicking this button.
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